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Senate Sends Aid
For Integrationists
WITHERIKGTONiized to Defend Equality, a stu-
—In a precedentjdent -organization formed it
jf-i jetting move, the Senate to-(Trinity two years ago. The
yt night donated §25 to a defense group has a treasurv of S2nn
fund for the Rev.- Frederick
Shuttlesworth and three other
Alabama N e g r o integration
leaders. The money is being
collected byNJie National Com-
mittee lor RuVal Schools..
The National. Committee, in
existence for 13 years, deals
primarily with education pro-j
blems in the South. In addition,
the organization supplied food
to Negroes picketing segrega-
f^ tionist merchants in S o u t h
I' Carolina last yeas, and is pri-
f- marily responsible for Negroes
in one area of Tennessee get-
t ting real voting rights.
I" ben. Robert Miller request-
•j cd a $10 Senate donation for
f Shuttlesworth who, along with
;' three other ministers and the
» New York Times,- is currently
f _ being sued for over §3,000,000
J toy Montgomery and Alabama
propriaied for Rev. Shuttles-
worth and the National Com-
mittee.1" , ' • /
group has a treasury of $2001 Sen. Donald Woodruff moved
collected from student contrib- ] that the Senate donate $25 to
Clauses
Incite Action
•• (EDIIOB'S NOTE: The fol- a "while Christian," "gentle-
lowing story recounts recent] man's agreement." The Bow-
developments growing "out ofidoin chapter, which had long
discriminatory clauses in the!.been opposed to these restric-
constitutions o( various fratern. tive clauses, left the national
ities and sororities across the | and is now called Phi Delta
TrinWallops
In 42-14
utions in 1959 Baker reported.
As chairmaj.1 of the organ-
ization, Senator Baker declared
he was "sure that part or all
the National Committee and
recommend that CODE also
take action.
The Senate approved the
nation.) I Psi;
BY BOB FKINSCHREIBEK^ T w o fraternities at Bowdoin
; c a n p l e d g e o n J y Thay
S
BY AND* MILLER
| NOV.' IS — Trinity's footbs"
I team ended its season on
of the money could be • ap-1 measure by a large margin.
S outhernHistdr ian
To Give Mead Talk
BY .JERRY LIEBOWITZ tween these diverse but insep-
feignuicant a d v a n c e s in;
 s i N a n d K a p p a Sig. spectacularly happy note
ushint- discrimmation in na- „,= £„„„ „„,„„„
 R=+=i p,f day by beating arch nvaMj m a| o t h B e t a >tional- fraternities have been j p " ^ ' ™ d p*s*"u "have \Tr' leyan/42-14. An overflow croviu
made at several colleges in the •vriu'en a g r e e m e n ^ w h i c h suffered the cold weather u
past years. ' ^ a v e b e e n %oM(A in t h e p a s T S w a t * the slaughter, as Tr>r
B r o w n University's Inter-
fraternity Council unanimously
passed a resolution "strongly
encouraging" fraternities with
discriminatory clauses" to take
and could be violated again
without serious repercussions,
according to t h e Bowdoin
Orient. Four fraternities De-
sides the newly-f o r m e d Phi
immediate and positive steps,DeI ta p s i • a r e non-diserimin-
NOV. 20—Dr. Clement Eat-
on, professor of history at the
University of .Kentucky, will
deliver the annual Mead His-
tory Lecture on Wednesday,
Nov. 29, at 10:30 a.m. in the
chemistry auditorium.
arable elements."
In his latest book, Henry
toward their elimination, the).
Oct. 26 Brown Daily Herald
reported.
The resolution stated "The
Interfraternity C o u n c i l will
Clay and the Art of Amerioan|e x e r t + l t i h 1? f l u .e n c e a n d p r e S 'Politics (1957), an addition to sure to help in any manner
the Library of American Biog-
raphy, Dr. Eaton delved into
the character of one of the
t four men, criticizing Alabama
c>Ir segregation practices, prompt-
iT-§. pd the suits.
f«-f " JLarge Sum Awarded
*'{•>* Five hundred thousand dol-
"*- £ lars worth of damages have
- already been awarded by an
& Alabama court. Sen. Miller re-
, . ported. Shuttlesworth f e e l s
"? that higher courts will overrule
*f tliese decisions. Now money is
f needed to continue the court
£. legal light. ,
it was pointed out that seg-
^
0 g n i z e / . a u t i 1 0 r i ! y °» country's most famous 19th
the history of the South and
a celebrated author of south-
ern history, Dr. Eaton will
speak on the "History of the
Old South."
Studying at the University
of North Carolina, Dr. Eaton
received his B.A. in 1919 and
his M.A. in 1920. He then trav-
eled to England to study at
Cambridge University. After
returning to America to teach
at' Whitman College in Walla
Walla, Washington, in 1923, hep
-:.>r regationists h a v e .constantly
 i n r e s u m e d h l s studies andharassed Shuttlesworth for his
civil rights activities. His wife
was beaten in July, while greet-
ing a group of Freedom Rid-
ers in Alabama. She is still
hospitalized from the injuries
sustained at that time.
In addition, Shuttlesworth's
children were arrested for not
received his Ph.D. from Harv-
ard in 1929.
Distinguished Professor
Since then, Dr. Eaton has
taught at'several colleges, in-
cluding Harvard University,
Clark University, Lafayette
College and, currently, the Uni-
of a segregated bus. The chil-
dren, ages 13, 16, and 17, were
removed from the bus 100
miles from home, and the old-
est of the three was jailed.
Code May Help
Sen. John Baker told the Sen-
ate of the Committee Organ-
was elected distinguished pro-
century- political figures. Pul-
itzer Prize - winning author
George Dangerfield described
the book as a recognition of
"the ironic and tragic contrast
between the. apparent and the
actual Clay." He praised Eat-
on's analysis for its expose of
"the threat which may be of-
fered to democracy by a cau-
tious and appeasing conserva-
tism, however charming and
however sincere.
Dr. Eaton, who has written
several book reviews for The
Saturday Beview, , is also a
contributor to numerous his-
torical publications.
A frequent guest-lecturer at
American colleges a*nd univer-
sities, Dr. Eaton was also a
Fullbright Lecturej at the Uni-
versity of Innsbruck, Austria,
in 1957-1958.
atory.
ity scored all its points in
first twenty minutes of tl e
game and played around there-
after.
The Bantam offense click<"i
from the start, directed by Jui1.
ior Don Taylor. Ian Bennen
playing his last varsity gan1
Three weeks ebfore PhiDel-.
 a l o l : g w i t h s i x o t h e r s e n i o ^
caught two touchdown passe-ta Psi withdrew from A TO.
the administration officials at
Bowdoin College called for the
initiation of steps to help na-
tional fraternities get lid of
discriminatory clauses. E a c h
discriminatory chapter is to
write a lettei to' the admin-
istration once a year informing
possible'
.. Paul Huffard, president of
the IFC told the "Herald" - that
no pressure would be exerted
on fraternities which did not
seek to take such actions. The
extent to" which each fratern-
ity will go to rid its constitu-
tion of prejudicial clauses will,
be left to the discretion of the) Discriminatory clauses must
Scatback Tom Calabrese twi
broke away for scores,
Sam Winner and Bill Cairn-
bell also racked up six-pointe
Tlie Bantam defense, led
Mike Schulenberg and Geor
Guiiiano, was outstanding .i'!
day in setting up the Bant'a.u
them of any constructive ai- j scores. With a mere three m
tempts to e l i m i n a t e suchmtes gone, Trinity recovered
clauses
Northwestern
particular house.
The Herald reported that this
is the first definite statement
backed by a promise of action
on opposition of discriminatory
clauses that has come from
the Council.
Bowdoin Fraternity Withdraws
A Bowdoin fraternity nas
voted to withdraw-from the
national because of discrimin-
ation. Alpha Tau Omega nas
Philosopher
To. Lecture
. YaL?.. Prpfessor. of ..Piiilos-J E ? i S i h
Placement
In 1940 his first book, Free-
dom of Thought in the Old
South, was published. A-His-
tory of the Old South followed
' in 1949.
During the academic year
1951-32, Dr. Eaton was a Full-
•bright visiting professor to the
.begin
t * i
University of
England. While
Manchester,
abroad, and
Thefollowing graduate busi- later when he returned to
ess school representatives will America, Dr. Eaton was able
be ofcampus .to interview in- to study voluminous refer-ness
ences on the war between the
States and the roles of South-
ern and English history in that
,^  terested undergraduates:
-v Mr. Raymond C. Saalbach,
i* Director of Admissions of the
- Wharton Graduate Division of
r- the University of Pennsylvania,
- - Tuesday.
Dean Eichard Chapln of the
i , Harvard University Graduate
: ' School of Business Administra-
- tion, November 27.
'*" Students who wish to talk| military^ aspects
-\ with t h e s e representatives • "~
-"5 s h o u l d make appointments
? | through the Placement Office.
war.
Southern Side
In 1954 he published A His-
tory of the Southern Confeder-
acy, a brief account of the
Southern side of the war. Cov-
ering the political, social, and
" the war,
the book was described by
Ralph S. Henry, a Civil War
expert, as a "fine balance be-
with the Sheldon
traveling fellowship which he
won at Harvard in 1928, the
Duke University Press Prize,
the Social Science Council
the Guggenheim Fel-
will speak on the "Renewance
be removed from the constitu-
tions of national fraternities
with chapters at Northwestern
by November 1, 1963. This was
decided by the IFC and un- play, Calabrese went off tack!-
animously supported by the *°r 59 yards to make it 12-0.
fumble on Wesleyan's 31, a:. I
Calabrese went around left e:'i.1
from the twenty for the scoif.
28-0 At Quarter
Trinity then forced the Cai'l
inals to punt, and on the
Council on Undergraduate Life
a t Northwestern" University.
The Council represents the
administration and the faculty.
The Council upheld the stu-
dents' action as consistent with
Trinity took over on its
again, after another punt' I1..
Wesleyan's Steve Humphrey
and moved it down to the Cai t,
ten on a beautiful run by Jo»: i
Szumczyk b e h i n d plenty oi
University policy, Roscoe Mil- blocking. After three runnin-
ler, president of the University, Play« had faiIed. Taylor faded
had previously said that the
University encourages l o c a l
fraternity chapters to continue
work already begun in elim-
inating - discriminatory clauses
in national ..constitutions -. .and,
the University Stands ready to
exercise leadership in assisting
Awai-u, me uuggeimBui r«- p h i l o s o p h y ot religion. He islowsmpandtheHuntmgtonLi-i , f> ,
 n u m b e r o f
of Interest in Hegel's Philos-1 them to attain that end.
ophy,'' 4 p.m. Nov. 29 in the! The C o u n c i l recommended
Senate Room. that the University be prepared
. Dr. Smith is a specialist in
American philosophy and the
brary research grant. He is
on the' Council of the Ameri-
can Historical Association, is
president of the Southern His-
torical Association and is a
leading member'of the Missis-
sippi Valley Historical Associa-
tion.
PHI PSI OFFICERS
The newly elected officers of
Phi Kappa Psi are Frank Kin,?,
Jr., President; Al Faxon, Vice-
President; Tom Knox, Treas-
urer; P e t e r Densen, Corre-
sponding Secretary; and Bob
Perrin, Recording Secretary.
Elections were held Novem-
ber 15. '
tlie author of a ber f
books including Eoyce's Social
Infinite. Articles by Dr. Smith
have appeared in Christian
Scholar, Journal of Philosophy,
Journal of Keligion, Journal
of World History, Review of
Metaphysics, The Christian
and other publica-
Philosophy Depart-
ment is sponsoring the lecture
by Dr. Smith.
Dr. Smith is a graduate of
Columbia. .He received his
B.D. degree from Union Theo-
logical Seminary and his Ph.D.
from Columbia. Dr. Smith
taught at Vassar and Barnard
before coming to Yale,
to take action if the deadline
is not met and the freedom of
local chapters at Northwestern
is not brought about.
Wisconsin Bans'
The University of Wisconsin
banned, the last fraternity hold-
back and threw a pass to
ner in the. comer of the er !
zone. Szumczyk skirted rig
end for the" two pointer to
make it 20-0.
.Still in the first quarter, t1 i
Bantams took another. Ca u
kick and again moved into +)v
visitors' territory. On a third
down and eighteen situation
Taylor sent his ends deep and
flipped a screen pass to Camp-
., who moved the remaining
40 yards with no trouble at all,
aided by • good blocking. Carl
Lundborg plunged for the con-
version.
Alert Bantam defense paid
off again just after the second
Century,
tions.
The
out against the University's [quarter had begun. Giuliano
Graying Grads Turn Out In Force;
Boast and Toast 'The Good Old Days'
'.*
T
 By KEITH WAXSON
K NOV. IS—A healthy turn-
ofit of 300 was the number of
V homecoming grads here today,
"•- according to the educated
!
 £uess of John Mason, alumni
. secretary. •
The first order of business
for the "alums" was a buffet
'• lunch in the nostalgic con-
fines of the Field House. With
-' wives and offspring swelling
the number in attendance, the
- scene looked and sounded like
__«he Cow Palace during the
"presidential convention.
Those who arrived early or
•' *t least recognized someone
, Hear the front of the meal line
,-» were able to down their food
i ; ' In time to make the kickoff
T of the athletic festivities
,"V against Wesleyan. Comments
~*% during the game ranged from
"-.the oldsters' "they're almost as
SiTgood as we were" to one of
S the more recently liberated re-
5, turnee's "they must have given .
"" more scholarships for football
- last jeaiv"
During- the game, some of
*. the cheerleaders tried to re-
« create pigskin glories of a by-
gone era by donning racoon
- Coats and all such trimmings.
- But the alums, were as suscep-
-- tible to the cold as. the less
- ' honored guests, for relatively
little volume was forthcoming.
'- Apparently, like the under-
graduates' spirit, most of their
cheer was in the form of liquid
.•— ™ •* years, but. there was disagree-
ment over Whether or not this
was a commendable trend. The
majority, however, had seen
few radical ! changes and
seemed more concerned with
human fights regulations.
The faculty voted to order
Phi Delta Theta, the banned
fraternity, to'cease all activities
on the campus within ten
months, after voting to accept
the findings of its H u m a n
R i g h t s Committee that the
fraternity "has violated the let-
ter and spirit of this faculty's
legislation on human rights"
because of a provision in its-
constitution b a n n i n g Jews,--
Negroes, and Orientals.
The faculty resolution pro-
vides the fraternity with an
opportunity to demonstrate its
willingness to comply with the
human lights regulations. •
The Board of Regents can
overrule the faculty decision,
but the Board has been sup-
porting faculty legislation on
human rights and is expected
BIG JOHN SZUMZYK thunders downfield on a 45 yard
run in the first quarter of Saturday's game. Three plays
later, quarterback Don Taylor connected with end Sam Win-
ner for the Bantam's third touchdown. {Bloomstein Photo)
Second Half Letdown , side the 40. Captain Ken Cronv
After Bill Polk ran down to]well ran down to the twenty,
the ten, once again the Ban- j where Taylor' completed an-
.tarns were stymied after three | other fourth-down touchdown
plays. But T a y l o r fired a i pass to Bennett,
fourth down strike to Bennett,) Coach Dan Jessee emptic-d
hit W e s l e y a n quarterback! who made a diving catch in the
S t e v e Driscoll in the act of
passing, and the fumble was re-
covered by end Bruce Mac-
Dougall on the Card 25.
end zone. Polk ran for the ex-
tra points to make it36-0.
Another Wesleyan " fumble
gave .the Bantams the ball in-
his bench during a second half
which'was a big letdown after
the scoring tempo of the first
30 minutes. Senior Dick Cun-
(Continued on Page i)
to continue.
LaFore: 1911 Reform Act
Removes Ruling Barriers
Nov. 17—In 1911, the Parli-
ament Act was passed in Eng-
land, thereby removing the
power of permanent veto from
the House of Lords. This
"coming of democracy" and
the conditions in the House of
Lords itself were the subjects
of a lecture presented last
night .by Lawrence LaFore,
Five fraternities at the Uni- Professor of History at Swarth-
versity of Wisconsin have re-
cently settled their problems
over human rights regulations.
The Williams c h a p t e r of
Beta Theta Pi was forbidden
by the national from inducting
a Negro-
more temporal matters, such
 i t s February pledge class.,One
as the prospects for next year s
 m e m b e r 0£ this pledge class is
Wesleyan game.
Perhaps one of the reasons
that the grads see little change
in the school is that year after
year the one sight that domi-
nates their day is •indestruct-
able Dan Jessee. One graying
grad remarked of the colorful
mentor: ':Did you see •the first
team playing even after the
28-0 lead? Why. he didn't even
substitute much in the two
platoon daj's when I , was
here." .
From Hamlin Hall most of
the movement, was directed
toward Vernon Street where
"you old son-of-a-gUn" and en-
thusiastic handshakes,'. secret
more College.
Mr. LaFove referred to this
Parliament Aet of 1911 as the
measure which removed the
in 1009, by David Lloyd George,
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
He proposed a budget whlcn
included high taxes on land
and inheritance — measures
aimed specifically at cutting
tlie power of the aristocracy.
Dukes and Battleships
A violent controversy en-
sued in which Lloyd George
was derogatorily labeled with
peers discovered that defend-
ing their position by defending
the elite was not overly popu-
lar with the general public;
they had to employ some eva-
sive tactics in an effort to win
their point.
According to Professor La-
Fore, two pertinent questions
arose out of this controversy:
1. What is the elite? What
every conceivable title, and he, is a caste?
apparently suffering from ani 2. Was the House of Lords a
obsession of hatred for dukes,
replied with such statements
last formal barrier facing the I as. "A fully equipped battle-
,
and otherwise, seemed . to
i g S l
WHILE MANY OLD grads attempted to catch the spirit
and o t h ,
dominate the evening. Several
British ruling body. The Par-
liament Act, however, was
j only one incident in a gradual
I change toward more politically
ter of Beta Theta Pi to sever!
its affiliation with the national.
The Dartmouth chapter based
its decision to do so on the
grounds that the national had
apparently practiced racial dis-
crimination. f
Washington State University
decided to withdraw recogn-
ition f r o m fraternities and
sororities that impose racial
and religous restrictions on
their membership. This policy
became effective as of Sept. 1.
Three organizations at Wash-
ington State imposed, these re-
strictions d u r i n g February,
when the decision was an- of Britain and Ireland, as one
Britain. '
During the 19th century,'
Parliament had been made re-
sponsible to the common vot-
ing public, a group which by
1911 included all adult males.
At that time, the House of
Lords no longer represented
the people as a whole, and
therefore it possessed an un-
reasonable
power in the form of its per-
manent veto.
Cites Irish Question
Professor Lahore pointed to
the controversy over the union
shir, costs no more than a fuJIy
equipped duke."
He went on to question what
right these aristocrats in the
House of Lords had to hold up
the laws. At this stage in'tne
development of events, the
casts which had ceased to rep-
resent the people as a whole?
Wilh
Defines-Elite
regard' to the first
question, Professor LaFore
classified a representative of
an elile class as one who,
among other tilings, is clearly
distinguishable . from a com-
(Continued on Page 8)
Hagerty Lectures Before
Hartford Forum Tonight
NOV. 20—James C. Hagerty,
f o r m e r Presidential Pre^s
alums began telling this
porter of some
nounced.
!-! The five
i example of this fact. The
at Lake! House of. Commons, the true,
of a contemporary -college weekend, this cheerleader donned
a raccoon coat to capture the color of a past era
(Hopkins Photo)
frostbitten multitude journ-
• to Hamlin Hall for H
1
^
cornered
their fraternal ca-
only to stop suddenly
upon the approach of their
wives saying that it was time
to leave:
of the high- Forest (Illinois) lost their na- main body of government, had
tional "charters in a. dispute
with the national over racial
an d religious discrimination
following edicts issued by the
trustees of Lake Forest saying
Then through the door went i that they would. no longer
the homecoming grads, out ofitolerate national control of
SS S
•
bSy was ] and alumni fund
several times passed a bill for
home-rule in Ireland, only to
have it vetoed by the House of
Lords.
Many Britishers realized
that if the government was go-
ing to properly serve the coun-
try, some further limitation
had to be placed on the upper
! House. This barrier came with
pter Ousted the Act of 1911.
Alpha. Tau Omega ousted its . However, the spark which
{Continued oa Page 3) ?\ ignited this action was set off
y
national control of
On General Eisenhower's re-
turn from Europe in June 1952,
•y to Dwight p. Eisen-
 Mr_ H a g G r t v W 1 hii, N e w Y<)rk
and present director ofi_ •/. , . . , . ,
news for the
 A m e r i c a n ; State position and joined the
Broadcasting Company, w i 111 Eisenhower staff. A f t e r me
•evaluate- "Television and the! General's n o m i n a t i o n , Mr.
Public Interest", in the final j Hagerty became his campaign
lecture of the 1961 Greater |manager press secretary, M4,
Hartford Forum this evening, | on_ January 21,_ 1953, was ap-
at S:30 at Temple Sinai
West Hartford, ,
Mr. Hagerty began his jour-iposiiion he hold for the lull
i'n I pointed Press Secretary to the(newly e l e c t e d President, a
nalism career as tlie Columbia eight years of the Eisenhower
University correspondent for administration,
the New York Times while a! Mr.- Hagerty revolutionsTI
student at the University. jpublic political awareness r>y
As a political reporter on the I opening Presidential press con-
Times since 1934, Mr. Hagerty ferences to coverage by tele-
became legislative correspon- v i s i o n and radio. He now
dent in Albany from 1938 up;serves as Vice President in
until .1943. That year, 1943, he | charge of News, Special Events
was a p p o i n t e d Governor j and Puhlic A f f a i r s for ihe
Dewey's press secretary, a post!American Broadcasting Corn-
that he held for many years. Ipany,
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Senate Responsibility
• Last Monday night the Senate took'its most posi-
tive and worthwhile action of the current year when
it appropriated twenty five dollars for a defense-furiH
for Negro integration leaders- The appropriation is
significant in that it makes a departure from normal
Senate reluctance to become involved with non-campus
affairs-
Several Senators who voted against the proposal
highlighted the controversy that exists concerning
Senate jurisdiction-' These men were sympathetic to
the fund appear as evidenced by their support of the
CODE resolution, but they did not believe that the
student government should become involved in off-
campus matters- Such a belief, quite.pi-evalent among
Trinity undergraduates, is unrealistic and wholly out
of keeping with spirit of the times-
In an age when the college-educated populace is j Brown University rejected
called upon to deal with the many complex problems' an annual $250,000 in federal
MS A$ AM KRffAOf
-i ver
W!H, J caxeoep M
HIM THAT I f HAP
ne THAT m
Cash Value" On'Student Patriotism?
Brown Rejects Loyalty Oath Loans
BY MYRON ROSENTHAL
of national and international significance, it is absurd j funds last week when the Ad-
that an elective body representing the student shouldp
adopt a head-in-the-sand attitude toward the world
around it- Instead the-Senate should take the initiative
in promoting student awareness of contemporary so-
cial, economic, political, and ideological ouestions-
visory and Executive Commit-
tee of the University voted
to withdraw from the loan
program of the National De-
fense Education Act because
of its required disclaimer affi-Some have questioned'whether the Senate has: davit and loyalty oath.
the right to consider non^campus matters- -Obviously
it does- It is a.student-elected, representative body- To
Say that it can not act as the'voice of the undergrad-
uate is antithetical to. the American system of rep-
resentative democracy.
Other student governments have been instrumen-
tal in promoting sit-ins, Freedom Rides, and demon-
strations against nuclear war- They have often led
the attacks on the HUAC. the Connolly Amendment,
• and the disclaimer affidavit in the National Defense
Education Act- Such activity gives.indication of a con-
cerned and vital student leadership. »,
Although the Senate has a responsibility to devote
considerable attention to campus affairs, it must not
overlook the fact that Trinity is an integral part of
society- Perhaps the v6te last Monday indicates that
the Senate is now prepared to take on new duties-
Letters To The Editor
Anti-Communist Hits SANE
To the Editor:
This is in reference to the.
article on Sane by Dr. Myron
C. Anderson, Chairman of the
*
 s h o W s
member of the Philosophy De-
partment, Trinity College, who
was opposed, along with Con-
gressman Kowalski, to our ap-
pearing at Trinity last Friday
evening, November 10, after
we sent a letter to President
Jacobs notifying him we would
picket if they insisted on hav-
ing the meeting.
Before discussing Sane and
Dr, Anderson's numerical list-
ing of what Sane stands for
i
mentioned above was put into
The affidavit is a statement
which each student seeking a
federal loan must sign stating
that "he does not believe in,
and is not a member of, and
does not support any organiza-
tion that believes in or teaches
the overthrow of the United
States government by force or
violence or by any illegal or
unconstitutional methods."
The loyalty oath requires a
student to proclaim his allegi-
ance to the country and vow to
"defend the- Constitution and
laws of the United States of
America' against all its ene-
mies, foreign and domestic."
Brown President
Brown President Barnaby C.
Keeney told the New England
Society of Newspaper Editors
previous to the decision that
he found the provision an "in-
terference with the choice of
students', for this oath and this
disclaimer impose a test for
entrance upon students or a
the Univac machine, world i test for financial aid which the
take-over could ibe completed
in twenty years. This then
o f l l s
 Khrushchev's
institutions themselves do not
impose."
He also stated that "as fed-
eral aid increases, as it ap-
pears likely to do, it becomes
What Sane, Dr. Anderson, imoTe important that we be
c a u t l o u s a l
»ut accepting re-
Promise could readily come
, e r o ,
Congressman Kowalski and
the fellow travelers hope is
that there will be some spon-
taneous change in commu-
nism. Of course, they have al-
ready ignored past history of
communist progress.
The thinking of Dr. Ander-
son, Congressman Kowalski
and Sane is a far cry from
 t  t  f r
n the Tripod of November 13,1most Americans. The U. S.
d h G a l l uP P U t b l i h d h t
3,1
and what is to be done to have G a l l uPpeace, co-axistence and nuclear
disarmament, we should start
with the premise that it takes
two parties with. the same
knowledge of meaning of the
words—peace, co-existence and I
disarmament—to come to an|
understanding. T h e back-
es ab is ed tha
ground of both
posedly seeking
Speak for it.
parties sup-
peace must
spiracy—"Communism's Great-
est Asset: Our Ignorance. It
is indeed appalling that some
members of our society con-
tinue to deplore and critize
those who stress the commu-
nist danger. What these mis-
guided 'authorities' fail to real-
that
USA,
i
the Communist
is an integral
, g
international commu-
Public indifference
ize is
Party,
part of
nism.
to this threat is tantamount to
national suicide. Lethargy
leads only* to disaster."—J.
Edgar Hoover.
5,000 An Hour
In 1903 Lenin established
Bolshevikism with nine Com-
munists; in 1917 he conquered
Russia with 40,000 commu-
nists;- in 1944 the communists
controlled ISO million inmates
of .the USRR. Fifteen years
later they controlled 1 billion
people. Approximately 5 thous-
81 per cent of the American
people prefer to fight a nuclear
war, rather than live under
communist rule. This means
"better dead than red."
Suicide Policy
Dr. Anderson's item No. 1—
"War ean no longer be treated
as an instrument of national
policy, unless that policy hap-
pens to be suicide." Self de-
fense and - protection of .-our
weaker allies and self preser-
vation are riot an act of war
as everyone well knows.
"There are none so blind as
strietions and controls, and we
must here, at the very be-
ginning, be very cautious
about accepting a precedent
for other controls."
Brown became the twenty-
second college to refuse funds
from the loan program be-
cause of the disclaimer affi-
davit Others include Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Swarthmore,
Bates, Bowdoin, Amherst, Wes-
leyan, and Colby.,
National Controversy
Controversy has raged over
the clauses ever since the Na-
tional Defense Student Loan
Program was authorized by
the National Defense Educa-
tion Act of 1958. Under the
program special consideration
is given to students "with a
superior academic background
who expresses a desire to
teach in elementary or sec-
ondary schools, or whose aca>
demic background indicates a.
superior capacity or prepara-
should hesitate to take a posi-
quired because "it raises a
presumption of the lack of
tive oath of allegiance to the! c o n f l d e n c e l n t h e Pe0P le &0
country and that no loyal i ng t n e signing."
young American should hesi-
tate to declare -his anti-Com-
munism.
On the other side, in 1959,
the then Junior Senator from
Massachusetts, John F. Ken-
nedy, urged Congress to strike
the loyalty oath from the Act.
He recalled the oath an "un-
necessary, futile g e s t u r e
Cash Value
Eugene J. McCarth in Com-
 ™
OnWeal mOte tot t h e
toward
earlier
the
age,"
memory of an
and stated it
"comes very close to
putting a cash value on pa-
triotism."
It is the New York times
however, which best states the
arguments. of those against
the aifidavit. Editorially the
Times asserted that the affi-
have rejected these loans are
more liberally endowed with
scholarships and loans and
added that only one Trinity
student has declined 'to sign
the oath, and he only because
he opposed the "defend the
Constitution" part of the oath
because he'did not believe in I
violence.
Deny Students
"Does a university which
does not have adequate funds,"
MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
"A REAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS"
jus? ever the recks
243 ZION STREET JA 7-f644
Mon.-Thurs- 9-11 — Weekends 9-12:30
fkf* t h e r i S h tg ,
might' "defeat the purposes" \ davit is "discriminatory, in-
of the act by excluding "the i effective, and strengthens the
most inquiring minds."
Motion Defeated
j hands of those who warn
i against the dangers. of gov-
ernment control through Fed-A motion for repeal of the ' e r a l a l d . I t s h o u M ^ r e m o v e d
disclaimer affidavit was de- from the act" '
those who will not see." Hion in science, mathematics,
Item No. 2—"The policy of " '
deterrence to which our gov-
ernment still adheres is not
only incapable of insuring
peace but makes war inevit-
able." Mr. Anderson|is over-
looking known facts that the
communist Will make every act
of aggression and are pulling
the strings of a psychologiqal,
economical and military war
on the free worldj where they
spend 5 million dollars a year
on literature alone, mostly dis-
cussed at peace fronts and by
intellectuals.
engineering or a modern
foreign language."
Various veteran's groups,(not particularly against loyal-
feated by Congress in January
1S60. A second proposal with
the same principles met the
same result a year later. The
repeal of the disclaimer affi-
davit was voted down last
month for the third time. '
In 1959, both President Eis
enhower and Secretary of
Health, Education,' and Wel-
fare, Arthur S. Fleming, spoke
out in favor of the repeal bill.
Flemming even testified in
Congress.
President Eisenhower said
he "rather deplored" the uni-
versity withdrawals because
students were prevented from
taking loans, but he added
"when we begin to single out
any group of citizens," and
impose a loyalty affidavit on
them as '% matter of legal
compulsion,"^, then he could
"see why they are resentful,"
Bill Supporters
Supporters of the repeal
bill point out that the affidavit
is futile as no Communist
would hesitate to. take the
oath because Communists can
be prosecuted under the Smith
Act. They emphasize the point
that though there were per-jury penalties of up to a fine
of $10,000 and five- years in
imprisonment provided in the
Act for making a false state-
ment in the affidavit, no one
had been prosecuted at the
time of the first repeal bill
Others say that the phrasing
requiring a student to swear
"that he does not believe in"
is contrary to the First Amend-
ment of the Constitution Which
g u a r a n t e e s freedom of
thought.
The Bowdoin faculty declared
that the requirement strikes
a| "free inquiry and associa-
tion that are the heart of
academic freedom," and Prince-
ton Pres. Dr. Jldbert F. Go-
heen, although admitting he is
Trinity Program
Trinity loans under the pro-
gram totalled $29,465 last year
for 43 students. This/year, 40
students are receiving $14,402
for the Christmas term.
Each student will be allowed
a one year grace period after
he ceases to toe a full time
student. After the-year, inter-
est on the loan is added at
3%, The first payment is due
one year after the grace period
ends. As much as 50% of the
loan may be cancelled for a
fuli-time teacher in a public
elementary or s e c o n d a - r y
school. '
Registrar Thomas A. Smith'
told the, Tripofa that the fed-
eral loans "serve a real need at
the college at this-time." He
pointed out that colleges, which
to tell students who may need
money that they shouldn't
sign the thing and in that
manner deny them the right
to attend the .college?"
The state of 40 Trinity stu-
dents this year is the same; one
in which many students across
the country find themselves.
Because of the Congressional
defeats of affidavit repeal bills,
these students are being faced
with the choice of haying to
place practical consideration
before principles.
Any legislation which re-
quires students to forsake their
ideals in order to attend col-
leges, they are expected to
gain a set of ideals, is wrong
and must be changed. By
allowing individual colleges
to choose their own recipients
of . government loans, Con-
gress would still achieve the
same goals they are now
achieving with the affidavit,
and they would do so without
sacrificing the principles upon
which our democratic system
is based.
THE
ARTS
COUNCIL
patriotic societies, and indi-
viduals contend that no one
ty paths in general, said he
objects to the affidavit re-
Decries Chapel Prank
Item No. 3—"Universar and
complete disarmament inspeo
ted by an international agency
and a United Nations strong
To the Editor: •
That fine spirit of "student
rebellion which has remained
virtually unchanged since Medi-
eval times, when students went
drinking in the less elite sec-
tions of Paris and Bologna, has
made a dramatic appearance in
dis-
and people an hour. This was enough to keep peace." This
accomplished by peace, co-ex= is like having one-third of tne
istence and disarmament while [firemen firebugs; one-third
most of the time, under the that are neutral and may help
United Nations, it was used P«t out the blaze; < and,. one-
as "window dressing" with j third to put out the fire. Korea
e x . was a good example—United
States supplied 92 per cent
of the men to put out the con-
flagration.
Like Pie Crusts
Item No. 4—"Negotiate with
Soviet Union on a cessation
of nuclear tests. Disengage-
ment in Europe and other ten-
.{Continued on Page S>
talks of peace, culture
changes, co-existence andg ,
armament to steal by "Trojjm
Horse" methods of deceit,
blackmail, discord, ' rebellion
and paper bullets In the back
of the head to all who opposed
this ruthless, merciless take-
over of free independent coun-
tries. If the accelerated figure
our c h a p e l , theoretically and
geographically the center of
the Trinity College campus:.
The appearance of p a p e r
b a g s containing- the neatly
typed message "For use dur-
ing the Chaplains Sermons" in
every pew, though carefully
p l a n n e d and executed, was
hardly one of which any in-
telligent person could be proud.
Motivated or not, Sunday's
attack on the Chaplain was not
only cowardly, but the humor
which it apparently intended
was o v e r s h a d o w e d by its'
cruelty.
The parties r e s p o n s i b l e
should "have had better sense.
In spite of their p r e s e n t
anonymity, they showed them-
selves to be i m p o l i t e , un-
imaginative, inconsiderate, and
completely disrespectful to the
Chaplain and the Chapel. Their
message was even in poor
taste.
The right and necessity of
expressing indignation can not
be denied. Society, however,
has created certain just limita-
tions on this expression. The
accused should know his accus-
er; he should know the reason
for the accusation, so that he
might defend himself with
dignity. The indignation should
be accurately expressed, anct,
out of common courtesy, be
expressed in a way w h i c h
causes the least personal harm
to anyone.
Yesterday's attack followed
none of these rules, and was
not only barbaric, but extreme,
ly, and unfortunately, childish.
Alfred "C. Burfeind
EDITED BY PETER PISH
ART IS COMMUNICATION. Assuming there are artists,
the major predicament then is to provide someone with whom
the artist can communicate. That essentially is the function
of the Arts CouWil.
It is no secret that cultural or artistic events'taking place
on the Trinity campus are attended primarily by non-Trinity |
people. Until recently, everyone has naturally interpreted this
lack of participation of Trinity students as apathy. How we
love to banter that word about!' Consequently the various
performing organizations' aini for a Hartford .rather than a
Trinity audience. . . -
% for one, do not believe the problem rests with apathy.
Nor, as I interpret its policy, does the Arts-Council. What has
been long overdue is a need for coordination for the a r t s -
Coordination in terms of scheduling, information and eval-
uation. The problem of scheduling has been effectively solved
by the commendable efforts of Mr. Tomat and his staff. The
latter two, however, have been woefully neglected and as
any hack journalist will tell you, an informed public'is an;
intelligent one.
UNDER THE COMBINED 'direction of Doug Frost {ad-
ministration) and Richard Tuttle (student), the Council has
set out to do just that. A special calendar exclusively for
the arts has already been initiated. In Mather Hall an, effec-
tively designed board has been set up listing events of an
artistic nature in New York for those who plan to be there
over the .Thanksgiving i recess.
While the emphasis will be on campus events, the Council
also hopes to keep Trinity informed, on noteworthy events
taking place in the outside world, primarily in the Hartfortj
area. For example. There are such items as the Mark'Twain
Masquers' production, the Hartt School of Music concert, and
the. Wadsworth Atheneum exhibitions to name a few. in
other-words, Trinity, you will be informed if nothing else.
The business of informing, however, does not end with
bulletin boards and calendars. There must also be established
a sound and creative critical evaluation encompassing every
aspect of the artistic activity that takes place here at Trinity.
Hence we inaugurate in this i'ssus of the Tripod the Arts
Council column which will appear.weekly. '
(Author of' 'Barefoot Boy With Cheek",'' The Many
Loves of DoikeGiilis", etc.)
IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK!
All year long you've been promising yourself to go there. Now
:
 the semester is nearly over and you still haven't set foot in the _
.place; Shame on you t
But it's not too late. Right now, tWs very minute, before -
you weaken, lift up your head and forward march to the place
you have been avoiding ever since school began. I refer, of
course, to the library. •
..-•. Now here you are at the library. That wasn't so bad, was
it? Of course not! Go inside. What do you see? A sign that says
"NO SMOKING." Go outside. light, a Marlboro. Smoke.
Go baok inside.
Because now you are ready. Now your trembling resolution
is rigid. Now your pulsing psyche is serene. You have been •
ealmed by mild Marlboro. You have been soothed by that fine -"-
selectrate filter, by that fine full flavor that dotes and pampers _
and caresses, that lifts the fallen, repairs the shattered, straight-
ens the bent, unravels the knotted, rights the askew, and *
fastens the unbuttoned, j
In the center of the library you see the main circulation desk. -*
Look in the card catalogue for the number of the book yoa ~
want, write the number on a slip, and hand it to the efficient „
and obliging young lady at the desk. The efficient and obliging "
young lady then gives the slip to an efficient and obliging page
boy who trots briskly back into the stacks, curls up on a Ikfcp
leather encyclopedia, and sleeps for an hour or two. Then,
puffy but refreshed, he returns your slip to the efficient &ad -
obliging young lady at the desk, who tells you one of thre*>
thihgs: a) "Your book is out.".b) "Your book is at the birydery." --
c) "Your book is on reserve." >
Having learned that the circulation desk hasn't the least %
intention of ever parting with a book, let us now go into the- <;
periodical room. Here we spend hours sifting through MI im-jj
posing array of magazines—magazines from all the far comm"i_
of the earth, magazines of every nature, and description—bufei-
though we search diligently and well, we cannot find
Playboy. ,
Next let us venture into the reference room. Here k Mk
hushed, vaulted chamber, we find the true scholars of M
umversity-earnest, dedicated young men and women who «B*
for only one thing m the world: the pursuit of knowledge z
L&t us
 P«™>sdrop for a moment on this erudite, couple pt
- jmes at the corner table. Hush! She speaks:
SHE: Whatcha readin', hey?
'HE: The Origin of Species. You ever read it?
SHE: No, but I seen the movie.
HE: Oh.
SHE: You like readin'?
HE: Naah.
SHE: "Wliat do you like?
HE: Hockey, licorice, girls, stuff like that.
SHE: Me too, hey.
HE: You pinned or anything?
SHE: Well, sort of.: I'm wearin a fellow's motorcycle
emblem... But it's only pktonic.
HE: Wanna go out for a smoke?
SHE: Marlboro?
HE: What eke?
EDITED BY THE COUNCIL the column will
run re-:views of events which take place on'the campus in the fields
of music, literature, drama, and the plastic arts. They will
be solicited from, individuals who are knowledgeable in the
field on which, they are commenting. Furthermore, any
notices or items of interest pertaining, to the .world of'art at
Trinity' will, be included.
Make np mistake about it. There is very definitely "a
world of art here at Trinity. We all have a need to be made
more aware of its existence and: its vitality.
919Si M4S ••ftuiaUB
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(Continued from Page 2)
sion areas." We negotiated
Geneva several years at 300
- meetings with over 120 000
pages of discussion and wound
up with 30 bombs, in almost
as many days, exploded by
Russia in the atmosphere
Lenin stated, "Promises are
like pie crusts—made to be
broken." (Soviet world out-
look, 1959) Mao Tse-tung
stated, "Polities is war without
blood shed and war is politics
with blood shed."
The man on the street knows
We disengaged in Europe after
winning the war and losing
the peace when we gave Rus-
sia buffer zone without pen-
sion of 100 million people-
Poland, . Romania, Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia Lithuania, etc'
on the.West.of Russia, and on
Uie East of Russia we gave
h
s ussia we gave
the buffer zone of Manchuria,
Outer Mongolia, North Korea,
China, Indo China and Tibet
another 700 million people.
Item No. 5—"Recognition of
Red China." This policy is the
Jugh point of the communist
propaganda in the world to-
day. Mao Tse-Tung, according
to the US News and World
Report said: "I have murdered
25 million Chinese and have
50 million in slave labor
camps." This reign of terror
has made a great leap back-
wards for China and does noti
represent the people. Recog-
nizing additional gangsters in,
the U. N. that hold nations'by |
force and have no peaceful in-
tentions with their neighbors,
would only help destroy the
remaining free nations and
dozens of little countries south
of Red China, plus the even-
tual take-over of India, Japan
and The Philippines.
Cushion The Shock
Item No. 6—"While disarm-
ament will bring economic
hardship to many individual
countries, economy on the na-
tional and international scale
could do much to cushion our
economy against the shock.
Economic planning on the na-
tional and international scale
by the government is
THE TRINITY TRIPOu
._ ^..^wuciu is none
other than what the commu-
nists now have in Russia and
China and their satellite coun-
tries and they hope for peace
when they have us in the same
international Communist con-
*~ol.
Doctor Anderson's statement
of "extreme right wing abetted
by able prophet, Senator Dodd
of Connecticut" is a gross mis-
conception. Senator Dodd is an
extreme liberal Democrat. He
has rated One Thousand in
the A.F.ofL. and C.I.O. politi-,
cal ratings, highest available!
in their liberal legislative rec-
ommendations.
The Congressional Judiciary
lommittee, of which Senator
Dodd is Viee-Chairman, found
that out of 29 subpoenaed for
its hearing, 24 topk the Fifth
PAGE THREE
NOV. IS—The merry W°l-i gowns set off a lively present
lesley Widows were one of
seven groups which sang . to-
night before a packed Wash-
ington room homecoming audi-
ence at the ' B u t t o n d o w n
S o u n o s . ' Their plain black
ation.
Cokie Boggs, the sixth from
the • right, made a second ap-
pearance'by lounging in front
of the pipes with her back to.^^^o
 i l u m uie.suw
the audienee as they sang 'Her] to the pipes loan fund.
Back ,• Was Brazil'. The Bow
doin Heddiebempsters, tJi
Mount H o l y o k e V-8's, thi
Hamilton Buffers, the Pem
.broke P. D. Q.'s, and the Am|herst Zumbyes also sang. Pro
d f th h i
y
ceeds fro  the will, g{
Clause*
(Continued from Page 1)
Stanford University c h a p t e r
for accepting four Jews as
'members during March. • ^
According to the high coiin-A™~ J 1 ™ i-ij-ui ".^cuiuing co me nign coun-
Amendment Those were the ,'cil of ATO, the Stanford chap-leaders of Sane.
E. 3. MeCallnm, Jr.
President of the Citizens
Anti-Communist
Committee of Connecticut
Spend Thanksgiving weekend at New
York's "Palace on Park Avenue"—and en-
joy the city in its festive, holiday mood,
feast to your heart's content in any one
of the Waldorf-Astoria's many restaurants
where you'll find atmosphere and food to
match your gala mood. Conveniently lo-
cated to all shops, theatres, museums.
8TUOBNT RATES
$8.00 ptr parson, 1 in a room
$6.00 per parson, 2 In a ream
$5.00 par person, 3 to a room
Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or
write direct to Miss Anne Hill-
man, Director of Student Rela-
tions, The Waldorf-Astoria.
ter violated the national's con
stitutdon which "requires al-
legience to Christianity.". The
[high council declared that reli-
gious bias did not influence its
decision and said that the frat-
ernity had members of He-
brew origin, and that the con-
stitution of the fraternity was
adopted by democratic action
of all its chapters.
The Stanford chapter, with
strong backing from the Uni-
versity president and the State
of California, has become an
Regents and the State College
Board of Trustees to require
schools under their jurisdiction
:o withdraw recognition from
local ATO chapters.
i independent local fraternity.
The General Attorney's office |
said that it would ask the Uni-,
versity of California^ Board of j (Continued from Page 1)
LaFore . . .
The November 4, Tripod
erroneously stated that Con-
gressman Frank Kowalski's
recent European tour was
sponsored by the Committee
for a Sane Nuclear Policy.
Sane was ~ in no way con-
nected with the tour, but
was only sponsoring a talk
by t h e Congressman in
which he p l a n n e d to re-
count the trip.
Conrad H. Hilton, Prwiiient • 301 Park Avt., H«W Yorls 22, N.Y.
STUDENT
XFFORBI
TRAVEL-STUDY
PROGRAMS
work eairip & hosteling •
programs also available
40-70 days from $600.
40 ITINERARIES
V featuring:
Western & Eastern Europe
Scandinavia 'Africa
South America • Japan
round-the-world
54-80 days from $600
SPRING VACATION
TRIPS
Bermuda 'Puerto Rico
Hawaii
from $195
STUDENT TKA.VEL PUBLICATIONS
International Student ID Card ............;....?1.00
Hostels & Restaurants Handbook 1.00
Work, Study, Travel Abroad 1.00
U.S. NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Educational Travel, Inc., Dept. on
SO West 38th Street, New York 18, Hew York
OXford 5-5O7O
" USNSA is a ntm-profit organisation serving tfce American, student community"
mon- man and ownp a grea
deal of land.
Professor LaFore then ques
tioned whether the House o
Lords of 1911 coincided with
this definition of the elite.
Many authorities have stated
that by this time, the body was
a middle class one. Business
interests had invaded the peer
age, and it had ceased to rep-
resent past aristocrats.
Mr. LaFore labeled this as
sumption as "largely rubbish.'
To illustrate his point that tht
House of Lords at this time
was undoubtedly dominated bj
the elite, he prpceeded to disec
its membership.
Many Aristocrats
In 1911, the House of Lords
consisted of 624 members o^
which there was a section of
about 75 which included the
Prince of Wales, several dukes,
and numerous other peers and
bishops. All were, undeniaibly
from the elite.
In the remaining 550, there
were 310 whose titles were
created since 1857, but 100 of
these were descendants of pre-
vious title holders. Thus, .'there
were approximately 150 new tl
ties of which 100 were clearly
representative of the upper
class. . •
This summation left about
50 individuals in the House of
Lords who might have been
invaders from business and
middle classes. Fifteen oi
these were made peers • as a
result of their work in associ-
ations. Four others attained
their positions because of cul-
tural achievements. Not one
could be suitably called an in-
vader.
Mixed Category
Of the last 30, about 10 fall
into a mixed category, most of
whose members were arista
crats and large land holders
by 1911.
The others are best labeled
as "doubtful aristocrats." Fi-
nally, two were wealthy busi-
nessmen who entered Parlia-
ment because of interest —
they were the only true invad-
ers. - '
If the term is slightly broad-.
ened in meaning, the number i
of invaders could possibly be
enlarged to 25. Even this, how5
Distinguished from that.which has prac-
tical application, pure research is con-
cerned with the discovery of fundamental
knowledge to widen man's understanding
of himself and the universe.
Ford Motor Company's Scientific Labora-
tory in Dearborn, Michigan is dedicated
to the pursuit of knowledge in the physical
sciences. On Its staff are scientists of
national and international reputation who
conduct independent basic research pro-
grams of an extremely broad nature.
Why does Ford Motor Company support
research which seemingly is unrelated to
the manufacture of its products?
it is our view, and a pioneering concept
in our industry, that entirely new ap-
proaches to automotive development can
come only'from unhampered, scientific
Investigation. Deeper understanding of
matter itself, and of the conversion and
stopge of energy—aside from widening
man's primary knowledge—may have
practical application in tomorrow's vehicle
design.
Thus knowledge wrested from nature by
scientists will be taken by technologists
and applied to serve practical needs and
desires. Another example of Ford's leader-
ship through scientific-research and
engineering.
ALL-STAB CLASH
Tomorrow afternoon at 4
o'clock the American and
National League all-s t a r s
will meet in the annual in
tramural football all star
game on the varsity field.
Tickets can still be obtained
from house representatives
or at the gate, w i th all
benefits going to the Com
munity Chest.
Players selected in last
week's balloting are asked
to r e p o r t to the field
promptly so that the contest
can be completed b e f o r e
darkness. Joe Martire and
Fete Landeman, reprenfa-
tives of the title winning
J a g u a r and Sigma WU
entries, have been appofnt-
ed coaches! of their respec-
tive all star squads.
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road; Dearborn, Michigan
PRODUCTS FOR TH* AMERICAN ROAD . THS FARM
INDUSTRY . AND THE AGE OF SPACE
Plan now for you
BERMUDA
College Week
1962
bigger, busier,
better than ever!
• Informal welcoming dance to steal
thefira. :
• College Day at the Beach...the
biggest beach party of the year.
« All-day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso musfc,
Gombey Dancers.
• Round Robia Tennis Tournament,
College Week Golf Competition.
College Talent Revue.
Fun Festival with jazz; concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
• Barbecue Luncheon.
» Sightseeing.
» Special Golf ajnd Tennis Trophies,
ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE
The A
Trode Development Beard
Plans Made
For Flights"
To Europe
Plans for a chartered flight
to Europe for Trinity students
and faculty for the 1962 sum-
mer season were announced
today by Leonard B. Tomat,
Director of Mather Hall. The
plan approved recently by the
Board of Governors would offer
a round trip from New York
to Paris for approximately
$290 on a Pan American or
KLM flight The reduced rate
is available to faculty and ad-
ministration and their families
and students, undergraduate
and graduate.
Necessary applications for a
flight must be completed by
mid-January so interested per-
sons will ,be asked to make a
deposit by that time. Anyone
interested should see Mr. Tom-
at to make necessary reserva-
tions.
This charter would 'include
only trans-oceanic passage. In-
terested persons would have to
make their own travel plans.
New England Colleges
Announce Tuition Hikes
Trinity is not alone in rais-
ing its tuition' for the '62-'63
year. So far, at least six other
colleges have made the same
move. The new Trinity charge,
$1400, places it mid-way in a
list of twenty-one leading Kast-
ern institutions.
In tha little three, Amherst
alone will continue its low of
$1150. Wesleyan and Williams
plan increases to $1400. Bates
and Bowdoin will change' to
$1300 and $1500 respectively.
Mi(Jdlebury plans an increase
of close to $200 which will
make its finalcost, for tuition
alone, $1400.
Brown ($1600) will have the
highest fee of those colleges
p l a n n i n g increases. Yale,
ever, has little effect in dilut-
ing a body of 624 individuals.
The House of Lords was still
dominated by the elite. It did
not lose its power because it
had changed but because it
had not. It did not change be-
cause it no longer represented
the elite, but because it stnl
did.
Princeton, and Dartmouth will
continue to charge 51560. Har-
vard will continue at $1520.
Less expensive institutions
include Denison ($1100), Nor-
wich ($1000), Oberlin ($11501,
St. Lawrence (?1200), and Col,
by ($1200).
A m o n g women's colleges,
Pembroke ha,s announced a
change to $1,600. Mt. Holyoke
($1500), Vassar ($1325), and
Radcliffe ($1520) should re-
main the same.
LAST CALL
j TRINITY
MELTON JACKETS
Naugalits Sleeves
ALL SIZES IN STOCK
•13.95
Trinity College
Bookstore
"Savage Ei'e" 8:15
"Konlc On The Grass"
6:45 - 9:15
"Love By
Apipointment"
—And—
"Age Of
Infidelity1'
Eve. Cont. 6;30
haskell
the Schaefer bear
Schaefer never leaves you stranded after
a glass or two-because Schaefer is the one
beer to have when you're having
more than one.
J H M W r e i t gBEWHlES, HEW YORK AHD ALBAKY. K.Y., ClEVEUHn. OHIO
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Bantams Finish 5-2-1
Sideline
Splinters
by sfeve perreauif
Calabrese, Bennett Score Twice
Bantams Lead 28-0 At
Quarter, 42-0 At Half
(Continued from Page 1) Guards: Stanton, Thuet, Dooney,,
jneen directed the attack during D corners: cruver, Medd, Crockett |
_ , . ., j . , , „ , , - ,, j . „ much Oi this syan, but the Ban-; Backs: Dr i s eo r i , Humphrey,!The last college football weekend of the fall tams could not click as they, sciu<*, wiener, Atuerton, -•
1 T i i * 'i nn T • I ' I widfir,' Smith, Snyclsrlias passed and a big one it was- Of course,., here m had early in the game. | Longo, Miner, Ferguson.'
Gridiron Grit [TRINITY ' 2s 14 o
Bardes,
Hartford talk centers around our first period blitzing
of Wesleyan. The Cardinals didn't know what had hit
them till it was far too late.
Tom Calabrese was again
.brilliant in his hackfield role.
WESLEYAN 0
Trin —, Calabrese 15
failed).
14
run
0—i2
0—14
(kick
I His initial • Clashes set the Ban-, Trin — Calabrese 55 run (rush
Even Trinity fans were amazed at the breakaway i ^ m machinary in motion -*nd :*"£*>•_
 wlnner g pas? &om Tay.j. . . . 1... j.1. _:.. i_ .„. _„ CI-J. i_.. mi. , J: *;!..*. I provided the capacity crowd ; i o r (Scumczyk rush). '
Trin — Campbell 52 pass from
Taylor (Lundborg rush).
Trin — Bennett 6 pass from Tay.
lor (Cromwell rush).
Trin — Bennett 16 pass from
aylor (rush failed)
show put on by their team on Saturday- The four first
period touchdowns came in rapid succession • • • after
 |-Bill Campbell played an
that there was no question as to the outcome, only the tonally fine defensive game
final point total was guessed at- as several times T- — --"-
out of the reach
Although only one senior did any scoring—Ianjponents to break up pass at-'cowe(sp^s^aener'3 run (pass DHS->
Bennett with two touchdown grabs—all six performed >•tempts- "co11 t0 Butties). r s j
well in their final gridiron appearance. Which brings - T h e T r l n i t y I ine h i t h a r d STATISTICS
°|Tayl   .
Of taller OO-1 Wes — Snyder 6 pass fromDrlis-
during that first quarter. WV?s-
only
14
11335
85
us to another point Practically this whole squad will J ^ T . ^ S k Z% _
be back next year- Sure we'll miss the depth provided; three first downs during the ^
for at fullback this season by Captain Ken Cromwell j entire first half. They found !o"
and Bill Polk- Yes, we'll be without Bennett's big foot' l i t t l e r u n H i ng rom- a n d h a d 1ST
TRINITY WESLEYAN
Dathmen Topple Cadets,
Lose To Wes In Finale
tcouhleon punts, and Jim Whitters' bulky frame in the line- -Zf•
But at virtually every position Trinity's 1962 Bantams'! ™ T , *
 t
will have at least one experienced returnee- Today's outcome was the
jmost lopsided since 19o5 whenAfter Amherst topped us two weeks ago, their
fine coach Jim Ostendarp expressed this outlook:
"Trinity gave us more trouble than any team we have
met this season, and that is pretty much a' "junior team ,„ • - •
tfVT Nat^ IyOstenirpVt now renegf ?n £ ^ ^ * J ^ . , £
the first part of this statement after Saturdays game
with Williams. • ~ *
Ends: Bennett, Winner, Gulliano,
MacDougall, McCracken.
Tackles: Whitters, Haring, Avery,
Flordalls, Howland.
i_ .1 , T , -1 -FiT-iT -i, , . , , """- T~7" -' '•' i Guards: Babin, Schulenberg, Den-
both Amherst and Williams will be without a half dozen eauit, Pabich, Crawford, Whitney.
WILLIAMS 12, AMHERST 0
To make things look even rosier for next year,
Charlie Sticka and Company
rolled over the Wesmen 46-6.
Wesleyan still h o l d s a cora-
38-22 overall edge in
5 despite Trinity vic-
six of the last eight
years.
TRINITY (43)
93
first downs ' 11
yards rushing 73 j
Yards passing 99 ;
Passes S-21;
Passes intercepted by i i
Fumbles lost 6 !
Punts 6-30 i
Yards penalized 15 1
TOM CALABKESE TALLIES one of six Bantam touch-
downs against Wesleyan, this one on a 56 yard scamper.
Scoreboard in background displays swiftness of Bantam at-
tack as this second score came with less than six minutes
gone in the first quarter. , (Cotta Pvioto)
Frosh Footers Bow To
Unbeaten Wesleyan, 6-2
NOV. 17 — The Wesleyan lead was not destined to re-! stopped an ai'alanehe of Trin-
freshman soccer team, holders main, for the fleet-footed Wes- i^ shots.
' BY SCOTT BEYNOLDS
The varsity soccer squad:
split its final two contests last;
week to post a creditable 6:
and 3 record for the season.
The Bantams came from bwi
hind to trounce Coast Guam;
5 to 2 on Tuesday and bowed;
before a strong Wesleyan ag-:
gregation 4 to 1 on Friday. j
John Pitcairn with three;
goals and Pete Sherin with1
two provided the scoring punch \
in the win over Coast Guard, j
Speedy Dave Hastings out-'
[legged Trin defenders to score!
twice in -the opening period.;
John Pitcairn countered tii»;
first of" his scores thirty sec- •
onds before the end of the;
first quarter. i
"Mudding Along j
Both teams battled evenly!
in the mud until the twenty
minute mark of the third quar-
ter when Pitcaim notted the';
score at two-all on a fast
break. ' "~ :
Pete Sherin broke the tie
at 3:00 of. the final period on a1
solo dash. Sherin followed up!
at 15:15 with his second coun-j
ter and Pitcairn tallied his>
3—$
0—2
of this year's starting elevens due to graduation - 7. On1 il^s:TaSy?orfUcunneCe™ebryf'
to the ther big one last Saturday- Yes, it was Williams' Silver> waraiaw/caiabrese,*
of the 1961 Little Three
Crown, went on to conclude
rX: a^rich Ienbers.DenJ^ P«* e c t 6-0 season.today
"' ~ " " by handing the Trinity frosh
a 6-2 defeat.
The Schultmen's second loss12, Amherst 0. Most of you probably had to see it in. feJ^^a*^ c a ^ t >! the seaso" ^ r e s f
t h e paper t o believe i t Analvsis . sirnr>1<>—th* Tnn>,mOr,iChatiieid. Kadiie, Neiison. of some sharp booting by
I Moris, Mossman, Ransom.
Tackles: Ware, Emmett,
paper to believe it- nalysis, simple the ^1JiliiiClliWFS.IT,YAN (1,.
played by far their best game of the season and The1 EndS Martir?
Jeffs their worst- • •""
Amherst managed only seven first downs, com-1
pleted only three of 14 passes, and were held to 63 f
rushing yards- They were outplayed in every depart- j
ment- Williams can well be proud of their upset, for
it was no freak-
Buttles, Seabury,
Erda,
Who is going to win the Lambert Cup now ? This
writer's personal choice is still Amherst, although that
No Bus To .New York
Chartered bus service to
New York and back over the
Thanksgiving vacation has not
been arranged because of in-
sufficient demand.
shutout will make the final voting a lot closer than | According to Mr. T o m a t
previously anticipated- Also look for Trinity, with ajabout 25 people signed up tor
fine 5-2-1 record, to grab one of the lower positions
in the top ten-
The cry is the customary one: Wait till next
hil l d th h d t d b k
the ride each way. At least 35
had to-sign up to make it
feasible.
No attempt will be made_to
 ry  e y ^
year! Meanw ile, lay own t e ar  court an  reakj charter a bus to New York lor
ut th big round ball Christmasy
out the big round ball ri t .
Wesleyan's two insides Brian
Sharp and Drew Hult, and cen-
ter half John Wincze who
each scored twice. Ousman
Sallah and *Ched Markovich
both hit the scoring column
for the Bantams, but a strong
Wes backfield prevented all
other bids. The Bantams were
plagued by injuries as Mark
Josephsony Dan Swander, Ted
Siebert and Sallah all came
under medical care.
After a scoreless first quar*
ter, the Bantams broke the ice
at 3:30 of the second period as
Josephson's pass to Markovich
gave the Trinmen their only
lead of the afternoon. Their
0 Are then too few or too many
intellectuals in high mmmwmt posts?
A
• Too few O Teo many
I Is It wrong for a
faeulfy member to
date a coed?
& What gives you the
most smoking pleasure
in a filter cigarette?
FOMGOLOGY
Pree Classes
Mon-, Tues-, Wed-,
Fri-, Sa t : 9-6
Thurs-: 9-9
35 Asylum Street
men retaliated with two of! The Cards put the game out
their own, one by. Sharp, the
other by Wincze, to give the
visitors a 2-1 edge at the half.
Finish 4-2
In the second half, the Car-
dinals began where they had
left off as Hult connected in
the third quarter, scoring on a
ihirer at 1S:2O in the dark
cap the win.
Tiie New Londoners
back, but fine defensive fe
by the Bantams spearhead*!
by the piay of Baird
and Jim De Vou stjmied
attack.
Trinity 1 0 1
Coast Guard 2 0 0
The Bantams were
nlayed by a superior Wesleyita
at "Middletown on Friday ia,
their faiale. The Cardinals
scored single goals in e&ch
of the quarters on route to
their fifth win of thn season.
High scoring Pete Sipples
accounted for two of the We*
tallies to close the season vf'ttk
thirteen. John Pitcairn. agaift
playing on the wing due to
the head injury lie received
at Amherst, was held scoreless.
Pitcairn finished the season
with eleven goals to his credit.
Pete Sherin, operating at the
center forward post, notched
the ionc Trinity counter in the
third. Hever and Leppert reg-..
istered the Cardinals final two
goals.
Wesleyan 1 1 1 1-4
Trinity 0 0 1 0—1
of reach in the fourth quarter
as Sharp and Hult each scored
before the two minute marK,'
with Wincze adding the. final
tally with a little less thanl
seven minutes to play. The re-i
mainder of the game was
dominated by the Wesmen1;
with most of the action occur-:
defensive mix-up b e t w e e n ! ing. in Trin territory.
Swander and Trin goalie Sie-
bert. Sallah tallied the final
goal of the day for the losers
and his ninth of the season at
25:40 of the third period, after
Wes goalie Pete Babin 1
The 4-2 season reord of the,
Bantam freshmen is the best
cosich
duced
Bob
with
tion of his
Sehults has pro-
the single excep-
undefeated fresh-
man team in 1956.
»Exdusive«
THE AUTHENTIC
OF PRESIDENT KENNEDYS
WARTIME ADVENTURES
1
f* SPEND YOUR
%. HOLIDAYS
IN THE WORLD'S
ciryMOST ixiniHi
'It
The world's most famous YMCA invites
jou to its special holiday programs.
Clean,-comfortable and inexpen-
sive accommodations for young
men and groups of all sizes are
available.'
Rates.- $2.5'0-$2.60 single; $4.00-
$4.20 double.
Writs Residence Director far Folder
WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
35S West 34th S t {nr Ninth A t i . )
New York, N.Y. Phone: OXford 5-5133
(One Black From Penn Station)
This week The Saturday Evening Post publishes the
first authentic account of Lieutenant Kennedy at
war. To get this story, writer Robert Donovan
traveled halfway around the world. He got eyewit-
ness reports from every survivor of the Kennedy
crew. He even interviewed the Japanese com-
mander whose destroyer sank Kennedy's PT boat.
This is a story of heroism, humor and heartbreak.
You will follow John Kennedy's adventures from
the moment his ship went down — right up to his
dramatie rescue from a desert island. Read "PT
109: The Adventure That Made a President."
The Sattmtajf Mfoenlng
A CUKTIS MACAZINE/NOVEMSEfi 18, ISftl
DYES NO
• Quality tobacco
• Quality filter
• Both
There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some un-
filtered cigarettes. You
get more body in the'
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more tas te
through the filter. So get
Lots More from fi l ter
smoking with L&M . . .
the cigarette that smokes
heartier as itdraws freely
through the pure-white,
modern filter.
CO oxrtatu. SHJAH j i u s a r !
FILTERS
UGGETT A MYERS lOBflCCO C
HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
xoq JO )i?ed u\ yj<g-\ us BMU
°Ml AUEIU 001
2cf)8-"v M3J00I
*•• .SNAP.; , : ;
Snap up your appearance
with Arrow Tabber Snap.
Here's a college shirt with the distinctive
tab collar minus the nuisance of a
collar button to hold the labs in place.
The tabs snap together under the tie knot
giving you the crisp, clean "savoir faire" look.
Try Tabber Snap for a change of pace in
striped oxford, white and colors.
Sanforized labeled.
f 55.00
-ARROW-
From the
"Cum Lau.de Collection"
MET
' SOMEPLACE '<
\ BEFORE?/
*
t
Sure! Last night at ths
dance.
Wish we could get
together right now.
Bet you say that to all
the beers.
Nope/ Just Schlitz. Big
favorite of mine. .
Big favorite around every
campus.
What makes you so great OB
a date, party, picnic?
Deep, cool/ kiss-of-the-
hops flavor.
Only Schlitz has it?
Right! You can taste"the
difference. *
You are an old smoothie.
So come on in—the fla-
vor's fine!
THE BIER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
©1961 Jos. Schiife Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Wis, Brooklyn N V
•
 Lm A
"S e l e ! . Ca l-. Kansas City, Ho., Tampa, fii. »
